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Archive AR Records Menu 

MARK AR RECORDS FOR 
ARCHIVAL 
This option marks Accounts 
Receivable bills that have been selected to be archived onto 
other media, then purged from the site's system.  To be 
selectable, the bill's date of last activity must occur within a 
specified time frame.  The property that distinguishes that the 
bills have been marked is a status change to Pending Archive.  
See the Archive section in the Technical Manual for the archival 
procedure. 
The initial prompts include a beginning and ending date which 
allows you to "filter out" the bills that should remain on your 
database.  A stipulation on the ending date is that it's value 
cannot occur after the previous Fiscal Year of the current Fiscal 
Year.  For example, 

JULY
1994

Fiscal Year 1994Fiscal Year 1993
Oct. ‘93 Oct. ‘94Oct. ‘92

Prepare to Archive in July, 1994.  The current
Fiscal Year is 1994, and its previous Fiscal Year
is 1993.  You can only archive data that had
activity previous to this Fiscal Year, 1993, which
is Oct. 1992.  

This option is used to select all bills and their associated 
transactions that have had no activity for a long period of time, 
preparing them for archival.  After selecting these bills, a 
mailman message/report will be generated containing a 
summary of the bills that have been selected for archival. 
Have your IRM review this mail message to determine if your 
system contains enough disk space to support a temporary 
"swap" file that would hold the marked records.  If there is not 
enough disk space, you will have to de-select some records until 
your disk contains enough space to support a swap file.  If you 
have little room left on your disk (hence the reason to archive), it 
is recommended that you archive a few bills at a time.  See the 
Unmark Records Marked For Archival option. 

ar chive ar  r ecor ds
menu

Mark AR Records for Archival
Detailed Report of Pending Archive Records
Unmark Records Marked for Archival
Build Temporary Archive File
Remove AR Records from Files
Purge Temporary Archive Storage File
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DETAILED REPORT OF PENDING ARCHIVE RECORDS 
This option prints a detailed listing of all bills that have been 
marked for archive; i.e. bills with a status of Pending Archive.  
The report contains the bill numbers and their respective debtor, 
category, old status, balance, and date of last activity. 
Supervisors should use this report to determine those veterans' 
bills that should not be archived and purged from the system.  
These include bills that may continue activity in the future. One 
example is Reimbursable Health Insurance bills which may be 
in litigation for long periods of time and could be recalled. 
After determining particular bills that should not be archived 
(i.e. kept on the system) or there is not enough disk space, 
unmark appropriate bills to ensure they do not get archived or 
there is enough disk space to hold converted data.  See the 
Unmark Records Marked For Archival option. 

Status: PENDING ARCHIVE                           11-NOV-93  9:35 AM  PAGE 1 
 
                                          Old Bill                 Last Date 
Bill No.     Debtor                 Cat.  Status      Balance      Activity 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
000-000000   ARpatient,one                ARCHIVED    0.00         SEP 22,1994 
000-K10011   ARpatient,two                ARCHIVED    0.00         SEP 22,1994 
000-K00023   ARpatient,three              ARCHIVED    0.00         SEP 22,1994 
000-K00024   ARpatient,four               ARCHIVED    0.00         SEP 22,1994 
000-K00025   ARpatient,five               ARCHIVED    0.00         SEP 22,1994 
000-K20001   ARpatient,six                ARCHIVED    0.00         SEP 22,1994 
000-K10018   ARpatient,seven              ARCHIVED    0.00         SEP 22,1994 
000-K10021   ARpatient,eight              ARCHIVED    0.00         SEP 22,1994 
000-K10025   ARpatient,nine               ARCHIVED    0.00         SEP 22,1994 
000-K00042   ARpatient,ten                ARCHIVED    0.00         SEP 22,1994 
000-K10035   ARpatient,eleven             ARCHIVED    0.00         SEP 22,1994 
 
       11 Bills marked Pending Archive 

UNMARK RECORDS MARKED FOR ARCHIVAL 
This option "de-selects" a particular bill that is pending archival.  
Valid bills to unmark include only bills that have already been 
marked for archival.  See the Mark AR Records For Archival 
option. 
After identifying bills to keep on your system, use this option to 
"unmark" them. This changes their status from Pending 
Archival to their previous status and ensures that they will not 
be archived then purged from the system. 

BUILD TEMPORARY ARCHIVE FILE 
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This option converts the "marked" bills to a special format and 
stores them in a temporary file.  The temporary file, File 430.8, 
acts as holding place for the records before the records are 
moved to separate medium.  After you are certain that you have 
selected the appropriate bills to archive, review the report of all 
marked bills to ensure you would have enough disk space to 
store this data.  See the Detailed Report Of Pending Archive 
Records option. 
Choose this option to convert those selected bills to an 
archivable format.  That data is then copied to the temporary 
file.  When successfully completed, the software sends a message 
to the individual who initiated this option informing them of the 
number of converted records to File 430.8.  Using a global save 
command, this temporary file can then be copied to other media 
such as disk, paper, tape, or CD-ROM. 
This option will abort its process and display an error message if 
there is already data residing in the temporary file.  To avoid 
this, delete the file's data after you've archived and removed the 
data from your system.  See the Mark AR Records For Archival 
option and the Purge Temporary Archive Storage File option. 

NOTE:  Neither this option, nor any other AR option, will 
actually archive data to a separate medium.  This option only 
converts the data to a different format.  IRM will be responsible 
for saving the temporary file to other media using a system 
utility such as global save or print.  

REMOVE AR RECORDS FROM FILES 
This option searches for deleted records to be archived in File 
430 and leave a stub record consisting of the archive date, bill 
number, and archive status.  All corresponding transactions are 
deleted from File 433.  After the job completes, File 430.8 is 
deleted.  This means all profiles of archived bills will only 
display the bill number, status, and the archive date. 
Use this option after you've copied the temporary file to the 
"archive" medium and you are certain that the archived data is 
no longer needed.  Once this option processes, you will only be 
able to view the data on the medium to which it was archived.  
The software generates a mail message stating that the software 
has completed the procedure. 

PURGE TEMPORARY ARCHIVE STORAGE FILE 
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This option clears the contents of the temporary archive file, 
430.8.  File 430.8 must be empty before new archivable data 
records can be converted and stored in it.  See the Build 
Temporary Archive option. 
Use this option when the archive job abnormally terminates or if 
you don't want to archive anything.  This resets the file for 
future archives.  For instance, suppose that you have built the 
temporary file, archived it, and have not yet removed the data 
records from the system.  Then you determine you should start 
over, you must reset the temporary file by clearing its contents. 
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